A paradox in the theory of the magnetic effects of stationary currents is discussed and is shown to arise from the neglect of a singular magnetic field which is required to complete the equivalence of magnetic shells and current loops.
1
. INTRODUCTION It appears paradoxical that whilst the force between two permanent magnets decreases when they are immersed in a medium with relative permeability greater than unity, the force between two current loops under the same circumstances increases. For the standard theory states that the magnetic effects due to a current loop are the same as those produced by a magnetic shell spanning the region bounded by the current loop. So the naive view would be that both magnets and current loops would behave similarly in a material medium. The usual explanation of this difference is to point out that the magnetic shell is only a fictitious shell, and the equivalence is only partial. For the field of a magnetic shell is conservative, and the potential single valued, whereas the field of a current loop is non-conservative and the potential multiple valued. But the precise way in which this lack of complete equivalence may be expressed mathematically, and the way in which it may lead to different consequences in the two cases, such as mentioned above, has not, to my knowledge, been shown. It appears that the proper way to distinguish between the two cases is given by an application of the mathematical theory of distributions, i.e. of the ~-function and its derivatives. For a magnetic shell correctly represents the field of the current loop eVf!1'ywhere except at the shell itself, and so, to distinguish between the two fields, a function which is zero everywhere except on a surface will be required.
As is well known, the potential at two points, close together but on opposite sides of the shell, differs by 47tM, where M is the magnitude of the magnetic moment per unit area, and as the field of the shell is conservative, the potential must suffer a jump by 47tM on passing through the shell, in order to cancel tills difference. This means that the magnetic field on the shell is highly singular, ~nd it is just to cancel this singularity in the case of a current loop that an additional field is needed. But as a consequence the potential is continuous but not single valued.
When a current loop is fully immersed in a material medium, the additional magnetic field which distinguishes it from a magnetic shell, will produce an additional polarization over the surface of the shell only, and this additional polarization will augment the equivalent magnetic moment from f1.olA to [LlA where I is the current in the loop, and A is the area of the loop (assumed for the moment to be plane). 
and the solution of (2) is
A(x,y,z) = flo I f II(X;!;Z')dX'dY'dz' with r=y'{(x-x')2+(y-y')2+(z-z.')2}
(4) when (3) is substituted.
From (1), we get
A suitable generalization of Stokes' theorem gives, using tensor notation,
Hi= inI I ds(nkaxf;x~ -nia:~~H'
or, in vector notation,
The first term Hm is the field due to the equivalent magnetic shell, whereas the second term is a correction required to make H continuous through S. As 'V 2 (1{r) = -8(r) {r2, where ~(r) is the Dirac 8-function, He describes a field which is zero everywhere except on S. This is the term which is non-conservative, because for any closed circuit. If 0' loops the circuit 0, then
. =±I, with the sign determined by the relative sense of t' and n. The" source" of such a field will be that which produces a "potential"
Q'k=~II dSn.~ ~,
which is a tensor, and not a scalar, quantity. So the magnetic field of a current is the sum of a true magnetostatic field together with a pseudo-magnetostatic field produced by a distribution of "sources" over the surface of the shell. The combined effect of these sources will be to produce a field which is everywhere regular and non-conservative.
III. EXTENSION TO A PERMEABLE MEDIUM When a current loop is placed in a medium, of permeability fl., a distributed magnetization is produced with a magnetic moment density given by M=XHB (in non-ferromagnetic materials), with HB the resultant field in the medium. So HB is determined by the integral equation
HB is non-conservative, but the quantity HB-He satisfies the equation in which no non-conservative terms appear. In fact the non-homogeneous term is the field due a magnetic shell of moment fLoI +XI = fl.I per unit area, i.e. the effective magnetic moment has been increased. Hence the mutual potential energy of two current loops, which in vaOlW is proportional to fLoI 11 2' becomes, in a medium of permeability fl., proportional to fl.I II 2' which may be written as (9) where M l! M 2 are the equivalent moments of the magnetic shells. So, unlike two magnetic sources, the force between the current sources in a medium increases (if fl.> fLo) because the strength of both sources increases and more than compensates the decrease in field produced by the shielding effect of the indnced dipoles.
